Swimming Towards Success Hierarchy

- Verbal Class Compliment for Desired Behavior
- Non-verbal Communication (close proximity, eye contact, signal)
- Verbal Communication (specify expected behavior)
- Alter Environment (change seat, remove distraction, time out)
- Reflection
- Call for Administrator Support

Parents are our partners and we are counting on your support to help our students as they swim towards success!

PBIS at

DOES

The Dayton Oaks School Community will provide a safe, nurturing environment that fosters individual potential through academic excellence, appreciation of diversity, and commitment to life-long learning.

Dayton Oaks Elementary
4691 Ten Oaks Road, Dayton, MD 21036
(410) 313-1571 does.hcpss.org

Carol DeBord, Principal
Heather Tracy, Assistant Principal
What is PBIS?
Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports is a three-tiered system that teaches expectations through positive coaching and differentiated behavioral supports. It is grounded on building relationships between staff, students, and the community.

DIVE Expectations
D: Be Dependable
I: Be Involved and Organized
V: Be Very Respectful
E: Put Forth Your Best Effort

Why PBIS?
The staff of Dayton Oaks Elementary School encourages students to follow the DIVE expectations in all aspects of their daily learning. When students exhibit positive behaviors, they are more available to learn.

We are taking a positive approach by giving recognition for positive behaviors. We are creating a learning environment where all can achieve.

Implementing PBIS ensures that staff and students are using a common language. Using common language helps to maintain consistency of behavioral expectations throughout the school day.

At DOES, students will earn tickets for demonstrating DIVE expectations. Tickets are earned and “cashed-in” weekly at the classroom level for incentives that the class and teacher have agreed upon.

With consistent positive behavior, classrooms, whole grade levels, and the entire school community will earn celebrations as our mascot, Dani the Dolphin, moves to the final buoy on our Swimming to Success Charts posted throughout the building.

We appreciate your support as we help students to learn and understand the impact their behavior has on our school community!